Parent Survey 2019
1. My child enjoys school
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

56.59%

116

2

agree

39.02%

80

3

not sure

2.93%

6

4

disagree

1.46%

3

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.49 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.4

Std. Error:

0.63 Satisfaction Rate: 16.42
0.04

2. The school provides a happy and safe learning environment for my child
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

57.07%

117

2

agree

39.51%

81

3

not sure

3.41%

7

4

disagree

0.00%

0

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.46 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.32 Std. Error:

0.56 Satisfaction Rate: 15.45
0.04

3. My child is making progress at this school
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

43.41%

89

2

agree

46.34%

95

3

not sure

7.80%

16

4

disagree

2.44%

5

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.69 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.52 Std. Error:

0.72 Satisfaction Rate: 23.09
0.05

4. The school helps my child to have a healthy lifestyle
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

24.88%

51

2

agree

42.44%

87

4. The school helps my child to have a healthy lifestyle
Response Response
Percent
Total
3

not sure

26.83%

55

4

disagree

5.85%

12

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

2.14 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.73 Std. Error:

0.86 Satisfaction Rate: 37.89
0.06

5. The school meets my child's particular needs
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

28.92%

59

2

agree

53.92%

110

3

not sure

15.20%

31

4

disagree

1.96%

4

answered

204

skipped

1

Analysis Mean:

1.9

Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.51 Std. Error:

0.71 Satisfaction Rate: 30.07
0.05

6. The school deals effectively with unacceptable behaviour
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

13.79%

28

2

agree

46.80%

95

3

not sure

34.98%

71

4

disagree

4.43%

9

answered

203

skipped

2

Analysis Mean:

2.3

Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.57 Std. Error:

0.76 Satisfaction Rate: 43.35
0.05

7. The school sets appropriate homework for my child
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

20.00%

41

2

agree

52.68%

108

3

not sure

17.56%

36

4

disagree

9.76%

20

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

2.17 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.74 Std. Error:

0.86 Satisfaction Rate: 39.02
0.06

8. The teaching and learning is of high quality at this school
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

41.95%

86

2

agree

49.27%

101

3

not sure

6.83%

14

4

disagree

1.95%

4

answered

205

skipped

0

Analysis Mean:

1.69 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.47 Std. Error:

0.68 Satisfaction Rate: 22.93
0.05

9. The governors and senior leaders manager and lead the school effectively
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

22.55%

46

2

agree

47.55%

97

3

not sure

21.57%

44

4

disagree

8.33%

17

answered

204

skipped

1

Analysis Mean:

2.16 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.75 Std. Error:

0.87 Satisfaction Rate: 38.56
0.06

10. The school website is helpful and informative
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

strongly agree

32.84%

67

2

agree

52.45%

107

3

not sure

11.27%

23

4

disagree

3.43%

7

answered

204

skipped

1

Analysis Mean:

1.85 Std. Deviation:

Variance: 0.56 Std. Error:

0.75 Satisfaction Rate: 28.43
0.05

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

I think the school does well in the following areas
1

08/01/2019 10:21 AM Teaching
ID: 103589453

2

08/01/2019 10:23 AM being a caring, nurturing environment
ID: 103589471

76.26%

106

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
3

08/01/2019 10:26 AM caring environment, engaging the kids so well in their learning journey, having
ID: 103591769
activities for folks.

4

08/01/2019 10:26 AM children's happiness
ID: 103592765

5

08/01/2019 10:27 AM My daughter loves the school :) I cant tell specifically what it is but she is keen in
ID: 103590162
going to school and that is a great achievement. Well done!

6

08/01/2019 10:28 AM The children are happy, their curriculum is very varied (workshops, trips etc), my
ID: 103589071
child is making good progress academically and does not seem to be overwhelmed
by the pace, I prefer that homework is not excessive - the kids work hard all day
and deserve time off at the weekend, having parents meetings with the teacher
several times a year is very helpful to track progress

7

08/01/2019 10:29 AM the children seem generally happy. some great teachers work at sheringdale.
ID: 103590752

8

08/01/2019 10:29 AM 1. Provides a happy, safe environment. 2. Teaches kindness & respect. 3. Staff is
ID: 103589967
always helpful and kind.

9

08/01/2019 10:31 AM It offers a very broad and varied curriculum
ID: 103594239

10

08/01/2019 10:35 AM Miss clark is amazing. The staff are all so lovely, my son feels safe here
ID: 103597124

11

08/01/2019 10:35 AM Miss clark is amazing. The staff are all so lovely, my son feels safe here
ID: 103599118

12

08/01/2019 10:36 AM SEN provision
ID: 103599158

13

08/01/2019 10:36 AM General happiness
ID: 103597046

14

08/01/2019 10:50 AM Rebecca on the front desk is great - personable flexible responsive and efficent
ID: 103602520

15

08/01/2019 10:53 AM fun learning
ID: 103605946

16

08/01/2019 11:05 AM Balanced curriculum
ID: 103612259

17

08/01/2019 11:07 AM Supporting individuality
ID: 103614142

18

08/01/2019 11:12 AM supporting and giving children self confidence
ID: 103615502

19

08/01/2019 11:15 AM Office team communication and organisation is excellent. SEN service excellent.
ID: 103615860
Making a personalised learning and growing journey for my child. Holistic/artistic
and happiness learning; I love that Sheringdale's vision is so much broader and
enriching than the curriculum.

20

08/01/2019 11:19 AM Individualism
ID: 103620356

21

08/01/2019 11:43 AM Setting routines and following the curriculum. I can clearly see the difference it has
ID: 103627491
made.

22

08/01/2019 12:01 PM Excellent teaching and support for children
ID: 103632675

23

08/01/2019 12:23 PM Teachers
ID: 103633782

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
24

08/01/2019 12:29 PM SENCO support has been great
ID: 103638959

25

08/01/2019 12:33 PM School is good
ID: 103639995

26

08/01/2019 12:54 PM Pastoral care, good teaching. Personal touch greeting at the gate. Feedback to
ID: 103642379
parents.

27

08/01/2019 13:53 PM happy social environment, lovely kids
ID: 103656099

28

08/01/2019 15:08 PM Making children feel important and accepted the way they are, celebrating their
ID: 103668911
unique qualities. The teaching is phenominal and the teachers are encouraging and
positive towards the children.

29

08/01/2019 15:41 PM Nurturing
ID: 103674641

30

08/01/2019 16:58 PM Making the kids feel happy and safe at school and encouraging them to fulfil their
ID: 103671791
potential and particularly their confidence. My daughter loves going to school and is
very happy there. I also think that both reception teachers are excellent.

31

08/01/2019 17:17 PM I would prefer a system where headteachers and teachers have more freedom to
ID: 103689250
teach as they think best. I disagree with testing (KS1 and 2) at primary school level
and I do not think the government has set the right curriculum for this age.

32

08/01/2019 17:28 PM Lovely supportive atmosphere, encouraging kids to take responsibility and be kind
ID: 103690812
friends. Good communication with parents, with a thriving PTA.

33

08/01/2019 17:45 PM learning and development
ID: 103693089

34

08/01/2019 18:02 PM The Year 5 teacher is amazing
ID: 103690234

35

08/01/2019 19:24 PM creating a happy learning environment
ID: 103703567

36

08/01/2019 20:06 PM Budgeting and spending, always looking to improve/move forwards
ID: 103706708

37

08/01/2019 20:15 PM progression, planning for improvement eg, lighting the stage in the hall, distribution
ID: 103707330
of funds with the children at the centre of the benefits of this

38

08/01/2019 20:19 PM creative learning
ID: 103708136

39

09/01/2019 09:07 AM happy environment
ID: 103755559

40

09/01/2019 10:28 AM it is a happy environment for my daughter. She seems to be learning well and the
ID: 103765484
comms from.school is pretty good

41

09/01/2019 15:12 PM Areas to play outside, after school clubs
ID: 103797073

42

09/01/2019 17:53 PM reading, writing, maths
ID: 103819243

43

09/01/2019 20:44 PM Great teachers, good communication.
ID: 103831630

44

09/01/2019 21:01 PM in education, and management
ID: 103832579

45

09/01/2019 21:16 PM The 2.30 pm Friday afternoon finish is not practical for working family
ID: 103833332

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
46

10/01/2019 12:38 PM Supportive, nurturing, enjoyable learning environment
ID: 103880453

47

10/01/2019 17:46 PM Preparing the year 6 kids for SATS but unfortunately I found that once the SATS
ID: 103917246
had finished, the kids did not learn a great deal or worked on interesting projects

48

10/01/2019 18:51 PM Interventions when a child is struggling. Year groups mixing and socialising with
ID: 103922983
each other, particularly year 6’s involvement with the younger children.

49

11/01/2019 21:41 PM parents guiding
ID: 104021860

50

11/01/2019 21:41 PM parents guiding
ID: 104021936

51

14/01/2019 14:24 PM Quality of teaching, friendly environment
ID: 104170428

52

14/01/2019 15:56 PM Provides a welcoming environment for our child. Has a wide range of activities for
ID: 104187700
our child to get ingvolved in

53

15/01/2019 16:50 PM PTA are working hard in lots of aspects i.e updating parents
ID: 104328977

54

16/01/2019 08:36 AM Good communication from office to parents, amazing PTA and all that they do, but
ID: 104371775
we are really doubtful about the teacher's ability now that we are in Y2M, our child is
being overlooked because other more needy, disruptive children are taking over
and this is affecting our child's ability to progress as well as she was doing so.

55

16/01/2019 11:52 AM Providing opportunities for the children to present their work and build confidence
ID: 104398920
speaking in front of an audience

56

16/01/2019 13:27 PM Teaching, care, taking time to understand my child
ID: 104410505

57

17/01/2019 09:30 AM Quality of the teaching, and responding to children's individual needs.
ID: 104496586

58

17/01/2019 21:24 PM I think my child is doing well so therefore think the teaching and other care is good.
ID: 104579863

59

17/01/2019 23:53 PM Learning environment, nurturing, quality of staff
ID: 104585005

60

19/01/2019 14:55 PM The school provides a really happy and safe environment
ID: 105040963

61

21/01/2019 11:17 AM the school is a very friendly place
ID: 105184517

62

21/01/2019 11:20 AM Pastoral care/ SEND, good progress in core areas (reading etc)
ID: 105185216

63

21/01/2019 11:21 AM Teaching, day trips
ID: 105185365

64

21/01/2019 11:22 AM Kind and nurturing staff
ID: 105185514

65

21/01/2019 11:23 AM Teaching
ID: 105185282

66

21/01/2019 11:23 AM Sheringdale does a superb job at encouraging children to gain confidence. My
ID: 105184548
daughter is incredibly shy, and she has taken baby steps towards overcoming this small steps, but constant and impressive improvement. This is entirely down to the
staff at Sheringdale. Moreover, the sense of ownership of the school given to the
children continues to be impressive.

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
67

21/01/2019 11:24 AM making childrem happy and safe
ID: 105185225

68

21/01/2019 11:24 AM Providing a good standard of teaching & learning
ID: 105185691

69

21/01/2019 11:27 AM Development skills
ID: 105186028

70

21/01/2019 11:29 AM I think there is a very warm relaxed feel to the school. Everyone works so hard and
ID: 105186094
the children all seem happy arriving and after school. Approachable teachers.

71

21/01/2019 11:31 AM Teaching staff, encourage learning, days out/activities/workshops
ID: 105185558

72

21/01/2019 11:32 AM Creating a friendly environment for the children; in making learning fun; in being
ID: 105186796
very open with parents and encouraging communication/feedback

73

21/01/2019 11:39 AM early years is veery well managed and supported, exam results and school clubs
ID: 105186708
are getting better and there are more varied clubs than before

74

21/01/2019 11:51 AM Academic performance, intersting and engagin, some outstanding teachers and
ID: 105189208
members of stagg

75

21/01/2019 11:57 AM friendly, happy and supportive environment with fantastic teaching and support staff
ID: 105190606

76

21/01/2019 11:59 AM The staff v friendly and everyone seems to know everyone and all the kiddies. It’s a
ID: 105190617
lovely homely environment

77

21/01/2019 12:00 PM the 2 teachers my daughter have had have both been really amazing. Daughter is
ID: 105190120
progressing really well. The additional activities like the Singing project, workshare
assemblies are all helping in building her confidence and are a great addition to the
school program.

78

21/01/2019 12:01 PM Study
ID: 105190896

79

21/01/2019 12:08 PM Children generally feel happy. Good ethos
ID: 105191478

80

21/01/2019 12:10 PM The care and education of the children
ID: 105191495

81

21/01/2019 12:27 PM Teaching, providing a safe environment, organising fun activities (disco, cake sale,
ID: 105193819
trips...)

82

21/01/2019 12:35 PM Hiring good teaching staff
ID: 105195204

83

21/01/2019 12:38 PM Yes
ID: 105195594

84

21/01/2019 12:42 PM social skills
ID: 105194407

85

21/01/2019 12:44 PM I find that the school is very supportive of the children, and certainly in the early
ID: 105195951
years there is a strong focus on the children’s wellbeing.

86

21/01/2019 12:52 PM creating a community and welcoming feel. The office staff are fabulous and do a
ID: 105195119
fantastic job of answering questions and helping parents.

87

21/01/2019 13:00 PM Cultural activities and cross-curricular learning.
ID: 105188552

88

21/01/2019 13:13 PM Communication with parents via email
ID: 105200073

89

21/01/2019 13:24 PM Providing a nuturing environment with kind and caring kids. Adapt curriculum for all

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
ID: 105195412

types of learners. Build confidence and resilience. Incredible SEN support.

90

21/01/2019 13:37 PM Caring, inclusive environment, hard working teachers, parent community, singing
ID: 105191606
project, warm, welcoming environment and displays, pupil ownership of their
school, happy place to be

91

21/01/2019 13:51 PM Communication, is good , I think classrooms are good and well stocked, I find staff
ID: 105203422
approachable. I think the workshare assemblies that children do are a nice
thoughtful way to involve the parents/caters in the child’s learning.

92

21/01/2019 13:54 PM Performing
ID: 105205630

93

21/01/2019 14:03 PM N/a
ID: 105206804

94

21/01/2019 14:40 PM Teaching ad developmnet of kids' skillis
ID: 105211246

95

21/01/2019 15:33 PM raising money from parents
ID: 105219030

96

21/01/2019 15:37 PM very impressed overall with the school. Keep up the good work!!!
ID: 105220107

97

21/01/2019 16:29 PM Good balance of learning and playing. Child led learning.
ID: 105226605

98

21/01/2019 16:35 PM Motivating children to like and care about their school. Encouraging individuality.
ID: 105187509

99

21/01/2019 16:48 PM Supportive teaching staff
ID: 105228937

100 21/01/2019 16:58 PM Everything is fine
ID: 105230096
101 21/01/2019 17:03 PM it has created an incredibly positive learning environment, ethos and atmosphere.
ID: 105230287
102 21/01/2019 19:22 PM It provides an inclusive environment that makes all the children & families feel
ID: 105240354
welcome, which helps children to form a positive attitude towards others.
103 21/01/2019 20:18 PM academics, friendly atmosphere throughout, extra curricular like singing project
ID: 105244297
104 21/01/2019 20:27 PM Strong teaching in yr 6. Good behaviour. Welcoming atmosphere.
ID: 105242557
105 21/01/2019 20:34 PM Social and emotional development of both my children, reception and year one
ID: 105245171
teaching was excellent
106 22/01/2019 07:54 AM Follow curriculum, outside activities , school lunch
ID: 105263084

2

I think the school would be even better if

90.65%

126

1

08/01/2019 10:21 AM they were increasing physical activities during school hours and making after school
ID: 103589453
activities more affordable.

2

08/01/2019 10:23 AM more emphasise was given to sports and TV wasn't allowed at wet play, for treats,
ID: 103589471
to give the teachers a rest?!

3

08/01/2019 10:26 AM clearer, more proactive communications to parents (i.e. more notice of excursions,
ID: 103591769
support for PE swimming, special activities that are happening)

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
4

08/01/2019 10:26 AM more transparent in terms of how fees are broken down for trips and activities. I
ID: 103592765
also wish there was more sports as one day of PE is not enough and there are not
enough sports classes offered in the clubs.

5

08/01/2019 10:27 AM I believe kids should practice more in order not to forget what they learnt. One way
ID: 103590162
to achieve this is to increase homework. Today a simple homework is given by
Friday and collected on Wednesday and I am not sure even how the feedback is
given back to kids if they confidently learnt the subject! I believe more homework
and more feedback needed

6

08/01/2019 10:28 AM I'm happy with the school - everyone seems to care about the kids and their
ID: 103589071
education and do their best for them.

7

08/01/2019 10:29 AM the car park was turned into a football space or play area for the older kids who
ID: 103590752
need more outdoor exercise and also if the learning didn't end after the yr 6 sats

8

08/01/2019 10:29 AM Both of mine think school lunches used to be better
ID: 103594585

9

08/01/2019 10:29 AM Both of mine think school lunches used to be better
ID: 103596022

10

08/01/2019 10:29 AM 1. Provide more support/stimulation for high achieving pupils. 2. Assign homework
ID: 103589967
in a variety of fields every week, not just maths or English. 3. For nursery: reduce
screentime.

11

08/01/2019 10:31 AM Issues that are hard to combat: There was more space, the class sizes were
ID: 103594239
smaller

12

08/01/2019 10:34 AM there is more flexibilty in the after school clubs eg provide more art classes if there
ID: 103597105
is a need. Use more of the rooms after school and during the weekend

13

08/01/2019 10:35 AM I have heard that the nursery I very dirty and that the children are sat in front of the
ID: 103597124
tv a lot. This is the only negative feedback I ever hear from parents at sheringdale

14

08/01/2019 10:35 AM I have heard that the nursery I very dirty and that the children are sat in front of the
ID: 103599118
tv a lot. This is the only negative feedback I ever hear from parents at sheringdale

15

08/01/2019 10:36 AM Proper playgrounds and sport areas, more green areas (not plastic)
ID: 103597046

16

08/01/2019 10:39 AM It let Year 5 parents know that their children will not be helped in any way to prepare
ID: 103599423
for the Wandsworth Test which will of course affect how well they do in this test.
There was no information given on this matter to parents in Year 5 before this year's
Wandsworth Test which could have seriously disadvantaged those children who
might have needed to do well in the test most.

17

08/01/2019 10:44 AM the teacher could provide paper support about the technic taught, especially for
ID: 103596771
math. For some of the excercises, the teaching method is completely different from
what it used to be and as the kids don't remeber what they have been told in class,
it's confusing for them when I explain in a different manner. If we all could have the
same method, we could explain it in the same way.

18

08/01/2019 10:46 AM lunch time playground monitoring was improved. There are too many instances of
ID: 103600661
childrendoing things that they shouldnt which could be prevented with more adults
supervision, eg hitting, one child pushing another into the storage boxes, snatching
play items leaving the child to have to explain why that is not acceptable, older
children in either Y3 or Y4s intimidating Y1s are some of the examples from this
winter term alone. Secondly, the sport provision has improved but is still not
consistent. My child had one pe lesson in the summer term outside of the sports
'day'. Thirdly, art and computing are a fabulous provision but again hit and miss on
the timetable. If they children are supposed to have them weekly as we were told
they would then make sure that's what you do.

19

08/01/2019 10:48 AM gave more notice on trips, events etc
ID: 103604364

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
20

08/01/2019 10:50 AM there was a holistic approach to learning - it is not just about maths and english.
ID: 103602520
Sport is not pushed; choir should not be paid for; teachers are not provided with a
culture / environment that encourages them to do more than the basics; the school
should be more transparent around finances

21

08/01/2019 10:52 AM teachers had more awareness about learning disabilities and how to support and
ID: 103605886
ensure kids are not marginalised because of them by their peers.

22

08/01/2019 10:53 AM the after school clubs were more affordable, more languages taught at school
ID: 103605946

23

08/01/2019 10:56 AM a few extra lunchtime options (esp for children who struggle with football and keen
ID: 103603923
to be focused on something) touch typing, outdoor chess, science based activities.

24

08/01/2019 11:00 AM Ensuring that standards are consistent - there is quite a lot of variation between
ID: 103610707
teachers, even within the same year

25

08/01/2019 11:05 AM Better school lunches
ID: 103612259

26

08/01/2019 11:07 AM There was more homework and elevated clubs after school like chess and scrabble
ID: 103614142
clubs

27

08/01/2019 11:15 AM ...it was a bit clearer on bullying/disciplining (although I've never had to complain
ID: 103615860
and be faced with this situation)

28

08/01/2019 11:19 AM More sport
ID: 103620356

29

08/01/2019 11:20 AM My son is dyslexic and teaching in class could be better prepared for him.. Senco is
ID: 103620332
good though

30

08/01/2019 11:43 AM "unacceptable behaviours" were better defined. The behavioural aspect is a bog
ID: 103627491
concern for me and my family and there seem to be many different ways to
approach it at school.

31

08/01/2019 11:45 AM It’s such a shame that the quality of the school lunches has deteriorated so ouch
ID: 103627996
that my child, who is not fussy, no longer wishes to have them. It would be much
appreciated if some attention could be given to this area of school life, more
children may then take the school dinner option.

32

08/01/2019 11:46 AM The head didn't actively avoid parents. She does not.value the opinion of parents at
ID: 103628239
all and puts every barrier possible between her and parents.

33

08/01/2019 12:01 PM There was more sports
ID: 103632675

34

08/01/2019 12:23 PM More sports and outdoor activities
ID: 103633782

35

08/01/2019 12:46 PM Communication is often last minute and should be better improved
ID: 103642981

36

08/01/2019 12:54 PM There was more sport in the weekly schedule. Beth in Nursery could be less aloof
ID: 103642379
and more energetic!

37

08/01/2019 13:53 PM communicating with parents and pushing the individuals to achieve more than the
ID: 103656099
required

38

08/01/2019 15:08 PM they told parents to place their child's scooters upside down on the back wall so that
ID: 103668911
children using bikes could actually park their bikes in the bike park. Communication
is not always good and you have to sometimes rely on your child to tell you what is
coming up and what is required.

39

08/01/2019 15:41 PM More teachers and less volatility in teaching assistants
ID: 103674641

40

08/01/2019 15:42 PM The normal time to pick up on Friday is the same as the rest of the week.

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
ID: 103674815
41

08/01/2019 16:58 PM It was a bit more focused on reading and writing from the beginning. It seems to lag
ID: 103671791
behind other local schools on reading in reception. I also think that PE should be
taught 2 or 3 times a week instead of just once. It would be nice if pudding was not
available every day of the week but was instead replaced with yoghurt or fruit.

42

08/01/2019 17:17 PM The school does a good job of teaching my child given the limits set by the
ID: 103689250
government in terms of testing and curriculum. Children should enjoy learning and
enjoy school. Sadly I cannot say that my child enjoys learning at school at the
moment, given the heavy emphasis on academic testing set by the government.

43

08/01/2019 17:28 PM it could stretch more able kids more. There were better music provision.
ID: 103690812

44

08/01/2019 17:45 PM the 3.30pm finish on Fridays was re-instated, as I strongly feel the parents were
ID: 103693089
mislead as to why it had to be carried out, and would expect a new survey being
sent out to all parents again.

45

08/01/2019 18:02 PM The headmistress was more involved in the school life and would show us more
ID: 103690234
enthusiasm at the few children’s shows. Enrolling proper French and Spanish
language teachers whom mother tongue is the language they are teaching. The PE
teachers would be trained at teaching different kind of children by having taken
some pedagogic lessons. The chef would take some cooking lessons for cooking
tasting and healthy meals. The canteen should be bigger for welcoming the whole
school without giving cold meals to the last children waiting to be served. Creating a
school library. Having a music teacher and using some instruments into music
lessons for the whole class/school. Having more clubs such as cooking club,
French club, some free clubs too! The unacceptable behaviour were punished and
the anti bullying policy followed as the bullies have to be taught they are wrong and
teaching them was is unacceptable including during football games and playground
time/ lunch time/ outside class time. The children were taught before leaving
primary school how doing revisions as it is a skill that would be very useful during
their whole school time. The children would be prepared for the Wandsworth test by
creating an after school club practicing the verbal/non verbal tests instead of
assuming that the parents will get a tutor for helping the children.

46

08/01/2019 19:24 PM more advanced communication, sometimes things are a bit last minute, more
ID: 103703567
thoughtful scheduling of parents events eg parents evenings, concerts. Very difficult
to attend for working parents.

47

08/01/2019 20:06 PM More notice of event days especially ones needing costume, it utilised effectively
ID: 103706708
known parental skills in an administrative way, emails denote which class/year
group they relate to in the subject (with 2 children it can get confusing)

48

08/01/2019 20:15 PM parents had more notice of event days, especially ones that require costumes
ID: 103707330
(although I feel general communication about events have improved), we get often
4/5 emails from Sheringdale in one day sometimes and it would be useful if the
class eg 'Willow' pertinent to the email where appropriate features in the subject
line.

49

08/01/2019 20:19 PM lunches were better
ID: 103708136

50

09/01/2019 08:58 AM It limited email traffic, reminders covering the same topics seem endless
ID: 103734940

51

09/01/2019 09:07 AM Learning is not even and relies in quality of teacher, which is not always great.
ID: 103755559
There's no way to follow kids learning outcomes regularly.

52

09/01/2019 15:12 PM Homework was given according to the level of of progress of each child and more
ID: 103797073
maths homework together with regular small tests for English spelling and maths.
Also, more focus on helping to develop friendship, more activities to help less
confident children to integrate and make friends. Focus on all aspects of social skills
i.e. respect, caring for others, sharing, etc. More healthy food rather than sweet
deserts, chips, pizzas. No processed food. We would be much happier if you could

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
improve these areas.
53

09/01/2019 17:53 PM there was more music, art and physical education, and more space in the afterID: 103819243
school clubs.

54

09/01/2019 20:44 PM The school dinners were healthier- less processed meat and cakes
ID: 103831630

55

09/01/2019 21:01 PM they set a bit more challenging homework, for them, preparing them for SATs and
ID: 103832579
Secondary Schools, which provide a great load of homework

56

09/01/2019 21:16 PM There is more checks at the gate and not assuming any grand parents have a child
ID: 103833332
in the school

57

10/01/2019 12:38 PM We feel our son could be challenged more in the classroom. More sport would be a
ID: 103880453
significant improvement

58

10/01/2019 17:46 PM More team-building anti-stress exercises such as morning workout
ID: 103917246

59

10/01/2019 18:51 PM Behaviour was managed better in my older daughters class. Classes might be
ID: 103922983
benefited from a mixing of the classes between key stage 1 and 2.

60

10/01/2019 20:21 PM Mix up classes at each year end. I recognise this may cause some children not to
ID: 103929223
be with their best friend but I think it would be in the children’s long term best
interest. It allows children who wind each other up to be separated. And children
who are ‘too close’ but to the detriment of the quieter child to be separated. I feel
the school has become more business focused and less nurturing. A lot of the
children management and parent support seems to be left to deputy head.

61

11/01/2019 21:41 PM the head is changed
ID: 104021860

62

11/01/2019 21:41 PM the head is changed
ID: 104021936

63

13/01/2019 21:02 PM It didn't finish early on Friday!
ID: 104108221

64

14/01/2019 14:24 PM it had more green spaces/plants around it.
ID: 104170428

65

15/01/2019 16:50 PM the kids wear uniforms
ID: 104328977

66

15/01/2019 21:35 PM more open and transparent about the running of the school and decisions affecting
ID: 104349268
pupils and parents. Focus on development of the whole child, recognise &
encourage attributes & strengths being the 3 r’s. Supported healthy eating/ be
consistent with healthy eating message - reduce number of cake sales/ discourage
over sugary shop brought products. Discourage parents from being unhealthy
snacks into school at pick up. Stop sending so many emails

67

16/01/2019 08:36 AM We currently had a better teacher that could handle the children and more activity
ID: 104371775
(PE) is requirred. Gymnastic classes should be looked at as they were always
oversubscribed and girls love doing this but they have no ability to do it currently at
Sherringdale

68

16/01/2019 11:52 AM more of the teaching staff was experienced, rather than newly qualified; either more
ID: 104398920
clubs (or expand the sizes) are offered or there is a way to distribute them more
equitably, it can be very frustrating to miss out on clubs the kids want to join

69

16/01/2019 13:27 PM The communication about what’s happening was increased. It is good but could
ID: 104410505
improve I believe

70

17/01/2019 09:30 AM I'm really disappointed with the abundance of unhealthy food at school - cake sales
ID: 104496586
and puddings at lunch time are detrimental to children's teeth and are habit forming.
I wish to have this changed, as my child is given sugary food without my knowledge
or consent.

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
71

17/01/2019 21:24 PM Sports and clubs (more/more availability) dates especially end of term shows,Sports
ID: 104579863
days and work shares. It’s very difficult to be at events with less than 4 weeks
notice

72

17/01/2019 23:53 PM I thought there could have been less focus on sweets/cakes/goodies in the autumn
ID: 104585005
term events/fundraisers. There might be scope for a more balanced approach and
healthy treat options championed.

73

19/01/2019 14:55 PM The school lacks provision is subjects outside the core curriculum, it would benefit
ID: 105040963
from a broader offering in drama/music/sport/languages

74

21/01/2019 11:16 AM school meal standards have droped very significantly in the last two years
ID: 105184454

75

21/01/2019 11:17 AM they would have a better playground presence before and after school in the
ID: 105184517
playground as children ride there bikes and scooter very dangerorouslt and the
parent don't watch there children properly

76

21/01/2019 11:20 AM I think that there could be less homework, paritcularly in early years (reading
ID: 105185216
excepted)

77

21/01/2019 11:21 AM they provided more opportunity for sport, more after school club places
ID: 105185365

78

21/01/2019 11:22 AM communications with head and parents were improved. Access to and engagement
ID: 105185514
from head and parents could be improved.

79

21/01/2019 11:23 AM They improved communication with parents and take on board some of their views
ID: 105185282
and suggestions.

80

21/01/2019 11:23 AM the standard of teaching was more steady. Sheringdale has some fantastic staff,
ID: 105184548
and as in every walk of life, some are less so - less experienced, and less capable
of maintaining an acceptable level of behaviour in the younger children. In addition,
if there is a way for the school to further engage the parents, this could only be
beneficial. Again, the blame may not lie at the feet of the school - I strongly suspect
that this is down to some parents themselves - however, if there is any way to
evolve a more inclusive approach coming from the top, then this could only be for
the good.

81

21/01/2019 11:24 AM more afterschool club spaces
ID: 105185225

82

21/01/2019 11:24 AM It communicated & listened to what parents are saying
ID: 105185691

83

21/01/2019 11:27 AM Shouldn’t allow parents inside the classroom at the time of drop off because they
ID: 105186028
their shoes are wet and it makes carpet wet where the children sits

84

21/01/2019 11:29 AM There should be more supervision in the playground- reports of older boys teasing
ID: 105186094
the younger ones; my son had his shoe destroyed by an older child - the sole was
ripped through. I’ve walked passed and often unable to see a member of staff. I
think it would be good to have increased capacity for clubs and a better registration
process.

85

21/01/2019 11:31 AM Homework would be achievable independently (especially early years); less screen
ID: 105185558
time (my child gets headaches doing assessments); parents/carers volunteering is
encouraged as much as before; more professional after school clubs

86

21/01/2019 11:33 AM You stopped serving unhealthy puddings at school on a daily basis. Couple with
ID: 105186890
sweets the teachers and other children bring in from time to time, it adds up to quite
a lot of sugar!

87

21/01/2019 11:39 AM They invest more on children personal development, more team work around
ID: 105186708
activities and trips in KS2, having a learning mentor in school to help sen children.

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
88

21/01/2019 11:46 AM I am concerned about the amount of TV/Movies the children watch during the
ID: 105188550
school day. I understand the challenge for teachers when it is raining but it feels like
they watch a LOT.

89

21/01/2019 11:49 AM They did not use television in the classrooms at all. There is no need and an
ID: 105189233
opportunity for free play is missed.

90

21/01/2019 11:51 AM Food has continued to deteriorate in quality, child now refuses to eat school
ID: 105189208
lunches. School trips appear to have dwindles to almost nothing. Very, very
dissapointed that the experiences such as school plays, concerts etc are so difficult
for working parents to attend and takes away specailness of preforming in this way.
School appears to be increasingly motivated by money and i realise there is a
necessity for this but it is still uncomfortable when you charging £60 for a club.

91

21/01/2019 11:52 AM we didn't finish at 2.30pm on a Friday and gave us a realistic idea of if/when this
ID: 105189302
can be removed. Offering better after school clubs; more interesting and children
still keen - lego and coding did not maintain the children's interest

92

21/01/2019 11:57 AM taught foreign language e.g. french
ID: 105190606

93

21/01/2019 11:59 AM better organised, better communication, more PE, school uniform, less TV time
ID: 105190231

94

21/01/2019 11:59 AM Is there any way of incorporating more outside sports and activities? Any chance of
ID: 105190617
using local playing field sometimes so not always on slab of concrete?

95

21/01/2019 12:00 PM More after school clubs were available for all ages. When comparing to clubs at
ID: 105190120
other schools, it does look like we have less on offer.

96

21/01/2019 12:01 PM Different groups are created on learning and homework based on different levels of
ID: 105190896
performances.

97

21/01/2019 12:08 PM It provided more transparency about governance, ambitions and embracing input
ID: 105191478
from parents. Does not appear to mobilise and leverage skills or parents as much
as it could in either fundraising or daily voluntary work

98

21/01/2019 12:10 PM we were able to raise more money. Perhaps monthly direct debits so parents can
ID: 105191495
financial contribute more. Mandatory annual contribution? All to aid a great spread
of lessons. Where are the music or art classes?

99

21/01/2019 12:10 PM I have concerns over 1: the quality of break time supervision. My Y1 child has
ID: 105189105
experienced bullying from the same older children whilst in reception and this year,
which doesn't seem to be being dealt with effectively and is now negatively
impacting on how he feels about going to school. 2: the attendance certificates are
very disheartening for those who aren't able to achieve 100% attendance through
no fault of their own (illness & unavoidable hospital appointments for example). 3:
I’m uncomfortable with the headteachers certificates / how they are awarded. My Y3
child only received his 1st certificate last term (I wasn't even aware of the
certificates existence before this). This is despite consistently glowing feedback at
parents evenings and being told continuously from reception onwards that they are
of a high standard academically and behaviourally ("an example to the rest of the
class"). Luckily he is quite internally motivated but I can only imagine how he must
have felt seeing his very hard work go unrecognised term after term, and am
grateful that his new teacher saw to rectify this. My worry is that my child is slightly
quieter / more considered in approach than other children in their class and are
therefore at a disadvantage because of this? I would also argue that really all
children, in KS1 at least, are equally deserving of recognition? They are all trying
their hardest in their own way and I’m concerned by potentially a narrow definition
of what equals success and how this impacts on boys particularly. 4: The sports
provision seems to be better this year which is a relief, it would be great if this can
be maintained or even improved further. Lesley Ewels

100 21/01/2019 12:25 PM There wasn't so much turnover in TAs; there was more focus from the teachers on
ID: 105192175
the emmotional and social, beheviourial side instead of focusing only on the
curriculum so that the children can have a nice experience and enjoy school;

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
breakfast club is a daunting experience for any reception child as no o e is really
interested in coming over and helping making drop off easier. Overall there should
be a more welcoming and inclusive attitude.
101 21/01/2019 12:27 PM More staff to supervise children during play time, more music/art/drama/language
ID: 105193819
classes in KS1 and KS2
102 21/01/2019 12:35 PM the unacceptable quality of school lunches was addressed
ID: 105195204
103 21/01/2019 12:42 PM homework was better structured and more intensive.
ID: 105194407
104 21/01/2019 12:44 PM I have been disappointed with the running of the nursery this year. At the start it felt
ID: 105195951
very chaotic and there wasn’t the same sense of welcome or structure that we had
when my first child attended. My child is happy there but I do feel the induction
weeks could have been better organised and that the activities couldn’t be better
structured. I sometimes feel that my child isn’t being advanced to higher levels in
their reading (year one) as they seem to stay at a level until I push for a change. I
wondered if this is something which the school could be more proactive about. It
would also be great if there were more after school clubs, or more spaces at
existing clubs as I knke that demand exceeds available places.
105 21/01/2019 12:52 PM email correspondence was condensed into a weekly email rather than lots of
ID: 105195119
different emails. The number of emails from the school is often overwhelming
106 21/01/2019 12:52 PM Wearing a uniform and no focus on sports. Can we please have a proper
ID: 105196948
consultation on sport. An important part of the curriculum but felt overlooked at
Sheringdale.
107 21/01/2019 13:00 PM Sport was also a priority and parent-teacher communication was easier for working
ID: 105188552
parents.
108 21/01/2019 13:13 PM There was a school uniform
ID: 105200073
109 21/01/2019 13:24 PM Stop watching tv in nursery- they could use that time to sing a song or have circle
ID: 105195412
time withe children. 2. Create a buddy bench and friendship circle for children who
may be new/struggling to build friendships. 3. More club options for popular choice
like art. 12 art places for 120 kids means most don’t get the opportunity to
participate. Many working parents also use these clubs to help with childcare
(beyond lighthouse) and would really enhance the school of more were available. 4.
Clearly list where you need/would like parent volunteers. Parents eager to help and
have talent in web design, education, recruitment and would love to volunteer their
time if it was clearly communicated each term what the school needs beyond just
the monetary funding
110 21/01/2019 13:37 PM More creativity in terms of drama
ID: 105191606
111 21/01/2019 13:51 PM More support to SEN children - although I understand that this is a challenging
ID: 105203422
environment and under funded. More opportunities for children to explore creative
side of the curriculum. More preparation for the Wandsworth test for year 5 children.
I think the nursery provision is not sufficiently resourced to deliver the proper
preparation for Reception. In previous years the nursery has been able to deliver
this.
112 21/01/2019 14:03 PM N/a
ID: 105206804
113 21/01/2019 14:11 PM return to 3:30 finishes on Friday
ID: 105207965
114 21/01/2019 14:40 PM There was a clear policy of how to deal other kids unacceptable behaviour and
ID: 105211246
bullying. There is more attention/care of kids while in the playground. There are
separate toilets for small kids and bigger kids.

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
115 21/01/2019 15:33 PM there was more inclusion of working parents; ciriculum meetings outside of school
ID: 105219030
hours so they could join and understand/ask questions about what children are
doing.
116 21/01/2019 15:37 PM the teacher Beth in reception was a little more focused. She doesn't always inspire
ID: 105220107
confidence
117 21/01/2019 16:29 PM More variety of after school clubs, better music provisions and extra curricular
ID: 105226605
activities in general, more options for sport aside from football, made the school
enrichment fund a compulsory contribution or at least a direct debit to ensure it is
paid. It's the least parents can afford in such an affluent area.
118 21/01/2019 16:35 PM Improve toilet facilities for nursery, specifically taps which little children find hard to
ID: 105187509
turn on. Would in turn improve hygiene and prevent germs being spread among the
children. Scooter pegs or similar for storing scooters. Trying to park a bike at school
is tricky with scooters all over the place.
119 21/01/2019 16:58 PM I think everythink is fine
ID: 105230096
120 21/01/2019 17:02 PM sport activities and facilities needed to improve
ID: 105230265
121 21/01/2019 17:03 PM giving more able children more opportunities to challenge themselves, both in the
ID: 105230287
class room and in homework. Separately, I think the school could be stringer if theu
engaged more with parents on day to day things (calls for volunteers eg for maths
and reading no longer happen) and on the bigger strategic challenges the school
faces.
122 21/01/2019 20:18 PM Taught foreign languages more
ID: 105244297
123 21/01/2019 20:27 PM There was a broader curriculum (for example teaching of languages, music and/or
ID: 105242557
art and less emphasis on SATs results). A uniform to prevent children being teased
for what they wear and constantly comparing themselves to each other.
Clubs/activities for all the age groups (e.g. offering something which enabled
working parents to use the nursery). I also think improvements could be made to
offer healthier food.
124 21/01/2019 20:34 PM the current nursery provision were more rigorous, more challenging and more
ID: 105245171
stretching, with less TV watched, clearer themes to the learning and more phonics.
Year 2 seems very well organised although the monitoring of reading development
could be stronger with higher expectations of what children should be reading.
125 22/01/2019 06:44 AM The children had twice weekly access to playing on grass and bigger areas
ID: 105259965
126 22/01/2019 07:54 AM Friday afternoon finish is too early making it difficult for parents to collect them
ID: 105263084

3

The school website (www.sheringdale.org) would be better if

36.69%

51

1

08/01/2019 10:21 AM the calendar page was improved.
ID: 103589453

2

08/01/2019 10:26 AM there was set schedule for updating it...i.e. I realise there is a ton of info on there but
ID: 103591769
do not have the bandwidth to check it for changes

3

08/01/2019 10:28 AM I think its fine. Does the job, relatively easy to navigate.
ID: 103589071

4

08/01/2019 10:29 AM happy with the website
ID: 103590752

5

08/01/2019 10:29 AM The website is very good.
ID: 103589967

6

08/01/2019 10:31 AM The calendar was updated more frequently

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
ID: 103594239
7

08/01/2019 10:34 AM Updating documents and calendars.
ID: 103597105

8

08/01/2019 10:36 AM Payments are messy, otherwise fine
ID: 103597046

9

08/01/2019 10:56 AM it's very good
ID: 103603923

10 08/01/2019 11:07 AM It’s fine
ID: 103614142
11 08/01/2019 11:15 AM maybe a few more pictures? But I think it's fine as it is.
ID: 103615860
12 08/01/2019 11:43 AM The website is difficult to navigate and is not always updated but it does the do
ID: 103627491
13 08/01/2019 12:23 PM It's great. Calendar navigation could be a bit easier and include all the start of
ID: 103633782
term/half-term dates, early closings, start/end of clubs dates
14 08/01/2019 12:29 PM The navigation was clearer and it was easier to find information you need
ID: 103638959
15 08/01/2019 12:54 PM It’s perfect as it is.
ID: 103642379
16 08/01/2019 15:08 PM It had more details about the children's curriculum or any requirements for each year
ID: 103668911
group and activities coming up.
17 08/01/2019 15:41 PM There was a calendar that was easier to follow
ID: 103674641
18 08/01/2019 16:58 PM It was kept fully up-to-date as some of the information on there is quite outdated. I
ID: 103671791
also find the Sims Agora and Sims Activities websites extremely difficult to
understand and a simpler process that allows you to book and pay in the same place
would be better.
19 08/01/2019 17:28 PM details of homework were posted on the class pages.
ID: 103690812
20 08/01/2019 20:15 PM Class teachers could blog updates and news from their classroom,- the class pages
ID: 103707330
section of the website is not always very current.
21 08/01/2019 20:19 PM it was updated more regularly
ID: 103708136
22 09/01/2019 09:07 AM Individual class pages poorly maintained
ID: 103755559
23 09/01/2019 15:12 PM Very informative , has everything.
ID: 103797073
24 09/01/2019 20:44 PM It was more interactive
ID: 103831630
25 10/01/2019 12:38 PM N/A
ID: 103880453
26 16/01/2019 08:36 AM Updated more, especially PTA info.
ID: 104371775
27 16/01/2019 13:27 PM It was more mobile phone friendly.
ID: 104410505
28 17/01/2019 09:30 AM I think the website is very helpful.
ID: 104496586

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
29 17/01/2019 21:24 PM To add to above, I also really appreciate the communication from school which is
ID: 104579863
excel lent and the lovely office staff who are so accommodating and accessible
30 21/01/2019 11:20 AM No comments
ID: 105185216
31 21/01/2019 11:27 AM Is ok
ID: 105186028
32 21/01/2019 11:29 AM Very good.
ID: 105186094
33 21/01/2019 11:31 AM Incorporating payment system, excel sheets etc as information gets lost in different
ID: 105185558
emails
34 21/01/2019 11:39 AM the school website is good
ID: 105186708
35 21/01/2019 11:59 AM have a look at St Michael's website
ID: 105190231
36 21/01/2019 11:59 AM Website hugely improved!! Thankyou
ID: 105190617
37 21/01/2019 12:00 PM The calendar section could be improved by allowing you to see a full description and
ID: 105190120
time of each item as currently cutoff and you have to click on each block to see what
it relates too.
38 21/01/2019 12:01 PM Payment systems is complicated
ID: 105190896
39 21/01/2019 12:08 PM Website is adequate
ID: 105191478
40 21/01/2019 12:10 PM if you didn't change it. It's excellent as is.
ID: 105191495
41 21/01/2019 12:52 PM I do not look regularly look at the website. If there were links to the website included
ID: 105195119
in school emails then I would click on them to view information.
42 21/01/2019 13:24 PM Easier to navigate and find newsletters but this is minor. Take down old school
ID: 105195412
menus and old Information
43 21/01/2019 14:03 PM N/a
ID: 105206804
44 21/01/2019 15:33 PM provide a calender per year rather than whole school. OR split out PTA events so
ID: 105219030
that important dates for concerts etc... are not missed
45 21/01/2019 15:40 PM it was mobile optimized and had links to key content that are easy to find.
ID: 105220659
46 21/01/2019 16:29 PM N/A
ID: 105226605
47 21/01/2019 16:58 PM Everythink is fine
ID: 105230096
48 21/01/2019 17:03 PM it could share more information about what is going on. I recognise it is timeID: 105230287
consuming for staff to compile updates at a year-group or school wide level, but more
frequent updates woul be appreciated.
49 21/01/2019 20:27 PM It's fine
ID: 105242557
50 21/01/2019 20:34 PM No improvements to suggest
ID: 105245171
51 22/01/2019 08:04 AM I think having the calender open on the website for anyone to see presents a security

11. If there are any other suggestions or feedback that you have regarding the school,
please complete the boxes below:
Response Response
Percent
Total
ID: 105264156

risk.

answered

139

skipped

66

